00:02:17.593,00:02:20.593
Abby Giroux: Ready to Record?
00:18:51.552,00:18:54.552
Laura Franceschi: can you repeat the mask policy?
00:19:12.350,00:19:15.350
Chris Penning: Drop off procedure at MS?
00:20:18.161,00:20:21.161
Mary Reed: Would the classroom be considered a space wear a mask
should be worn?
00:22:12.127,00:22:15.127
Jill Ott: I heard that 4th grade seats are only about 3 feet apart.
How can we make that greater?
00:22:57.716,00:23:00.716
Jill Ott: Are 6th-8th graders changing classes, or are teachers
changing rooms?
00:23:52.165,00:23:55.165
Laura Franceschi: thank you for that clarification... we can
understand that strategy...
00:24:36.800,00:24:39.800
Chris Penning: So they go straight inside?
00:29:36.128,00:29:39.128
Tim Stafford: Could you talk about testing? Are staff and/or students
going to be required to undergo regular testing?
00:38:00.239,00:38:03.239
Jill Ott: For the Bridge option, would Canvas include all of the day's
lessons that would be taught in the classroom?
00:40:06.413,00:40:09.413
Susan Zarzecki: You have covered many things I/we had not considered.
We appreciate the time and care you have taken :) Lots of appropriate,
even more than, safeguards!
00:40:22.121,00:40:25.121
Susan Zarzecki: You= the whole staff!
00:40:48.431,00:40:51.431
Tricia Siegel: would the classroom teacher or the liaison be planning
the assignments for the Bridge option?
00:42:06.530,00:42:09.530
Kyle Walton: Thank you for putting this meeting together! Will masks
be required for the daycare/preschool students?
00:42:27.273,00:42:30.273
Matt Chapman: Sorry if you covered this earlier. If a student or staff
does test positive for COVID, what will the procedures be for
notification and then additional learning?

00:42:31.352,00:42:34.352
Tricia Siegel: This year is messy.
do

We appreciate all ASA is trying to

00:42:53.024,00:42:56.024
Mary Reed: Where there be any Sani Guard Service (Electrostatic
Spraying)?
00:42:58.964,00:43:01.964
Julia Weir: Are there any talks of the entire school to go virtual for
the first 2 or 3 weeks? Or is the only virtual option the bridge
option?
00:43:00.190,00:43:03.190
Mary Reed: Will there*
00:45:01.134,00:45:04.134
Abby Giroux: There is supposed to be an update to that document from
the Health Department, so please know that is subject to change.
00:45:58.983,00:46:01.983
Vincent Truszkowski: At the last meeting, there was talk about
speaking to the Diocese about starting the school year later, was this
brought up to them at all?
00:46:58.529,00:47:01.529
Vincent Truszkowski: What was their reasoning?
00:48:41.510,00:48:44.510
Neal Fox: GRPS has too many kids and not enough space to spread out so
different situation from ASA
00:49:36.323,00:49:39.323
Laura Franceschi: we appreciate all that you guys are doing to try to
figure this out!
00:50:24.109,00:50:27.109
Vincent Truszkowski: Thank you for the clarification! We appreciate
all your hard work. I know it is new territory for everyone.
00:50:39.555,00:50:42.555
Jill Ott: How will you ask for interest/commitment to the bridge
option?
00:50:53.191,00:50:56.191
Joshua Lehmkuhl: Thanks for all you do Mr. Debri and ASA staff!
00:51:42.319,00:51:45.319
Maxwell Malinzak: Appreciate everything you and the staff are doing.
We love being part of the ASA family ❤
00:51:51.306,00:51:54.306
Jenny LaPonsie: We are very excited to have all you back! I can't wait
to see your children again! We got this!!!
00:52:27.915,00:52:30.915

Tim Stafford: Thanks!
00:52:34.792,00:52:37.792
Sarah Pastoor: Thank you!!!!
00:52:36.003,00:52:39.003
Julie Druelle: Thank you!
00:52:42.959,00:52:45.959
Mary Reed: Thank you!

